
WOOZLE ALERT WOOZLE ALERT WOOZLE ALERT WOOZLE ALERT 

As I hoped, the Keeper of the Black Hole in my study referred to in 
my last letter did return the Woozles (whimsical plays on the names 
and/or the natures of real birds) sent to me by HBC members. Attached 
to them was a note allowing that if I tried to create any more Wozzles 
of my own I would find significantly more than 2 letters sucked into the 
infamous Black Hole. For the sake of the Club, at a sacrifice of great 
dimension, I signed an agreement to behave. I promised not to allow a 
feather of a personal Woozle to take flight. I hope that satisfies that 
Bucklehead of a Keeper. I can however pass on creative offerings from 
Club members, as follows: 

From our Maine man Ralph Cabana who confesses the lure of the ever 
lovely Black Night-gown Heron we have two Woozles appropriate for the 
HBC Arizona trip. First is the elusive Scaled/Gambels Hybrid -- the 
Scrambled Quail. And second, in memory of evenings spent at the bar of 
the Stage Stop Inn in Patagonia -- the Rose Throated Bacardi. 

And from that oft-quoted author, Anonymous: 
Woody, would you peck her? 

As a native of Bridgeport once said, there may be a sucker hatched every 
minute, but I'm no sao. So, the Nebbish Valley folks have picid a 
fight? They don't have a flicker of a chance one we buckle downy. Hear 
ye! Hair ye! Oh members of the HBC, don't let any undertones of humor 
in what you have read belie the seriousness of the situation, but pile 
at it. Whenever members of the Club, born and bred, head to battle we 
never (though we may appear as rabble) lack backedbone, but we gain 
courage by singing songs of Woody Guthrie to educate ourselves. 
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We offer a terrific April program for your enlightenment and 
entertainment. With a little luck the snow will be gone and the mud 
will be minimal by April 12 and we will see you at the Hitchcock Center 
enjoying Mark Picard's great studies of the Great Blue Heron, photos 
taken over several years of observations and photographing in two heron 
colonies in Central Massachusetts. His slide program is titled "Getting 
the Blues". Being mobile in the water and relatively invisible in the 
floating blind he designed and constructed, he has captured many 
interesting heron behaviors which would be impossible to acquire from 
the shores of the rookeries. His photographs have appeared in the 
publications of the National Audubon Society and the Sierra Club, and in 
"Ranger Rick", "Birder's World" and "Bird Watcher's Digest". 

Save May 10 for the return of Julio de la Torre on warblers and 
June 14 for John Roberts on hawks of New England. 

Enclosed with this letter is a list of field trips that are being 
offered for the rest of our Club year. The field trip committee plans 
for six months at a time. It will be meeting to make plans for next 
year sometime this summer and always welcome suggestions. Bob Bieda 
(527-2623) chairs the committee. Give him a call. 

On Saturday, April 10 Harvey Allen will lead a daytime owl search 
for you folks who do not enjoy birding by moonlight. He will meet you 
at the Hitchcock Center at 7:00 am. This is a half-day trip. Call 
Harvey at 253-7963. 

On Saturday, April 24 Morris Lainer will travel to Plum Island on 
the annual search for the Ruff. This is an all-day, bring lunch, etc. 



trip where many migratory birds will be seen. Call Morris at 527-9412 
if you want to be included. 

This information was passed on to me in time to be included it in 
the Newsletter. The Miller's Falls Rod and Gun Club is a very good spot 
to see migrating waterfowl. It seems that owners of the club had 
problems recently with a caravan of birders (not an HBC trip) who were 
rude and uncooperative when asked to confine their cars to the 
black-top. The club welcomes birders but we need to be aware of what 
has happened and be sure to park on the black-top and walk to the river. 

In appreciation for the positive relationship we have had over the 
years with the Hitchcock Center and for all the benefits we have enjoyed 
because of this association, the Executive Board of the HBC has voted to 
give the Center a stand for the slide projector and to help cover the 
cost of those wonderful new floodlights in the parking lot. Thank you 
Hitchcock Board of Overseers and Hitchcock staff for your continuing 
support! 

The-Center-is—offering-a truly amazing-packet of natural -history --- --
programs this spring. If you have not received their Newsletter call 
them for one. There is still time to sign up for the Spring Birding 
Class that begins on Wednesday, March 31 with a classroom presentation. 
The first field trip is on the following Saturday, April 3. This is 
being taught by Jan Ortiz, HBC president, experienced birder, and field 
trip leader. She will also be leading "Twilight Dancer -- the American 
Woodcock" on Monday, April 5, 6:30 pm sharp (rain date Friday, 4/9). 
For more information or to register for any Hitchcock offering call the 
Center at 256-6006. There is a fee. 

A Hitchcock request. The Center was given a birding scope not long 
ago. It does not have a tripod to go with it. If you should have an 
extra one hanging around gathering dust (or rust?) it would find a good 
home at the Center. 

Ah -- APRIL: It's "National Pets are Wonderful Month" -- also --
"Prevent a Litter Month". On April 10 in 1866 the ASPCA was chartered. 
In honor of our pets and the furry and furless critters may I suggest 
celebrating the following? 

4/10 -- The day of the Great Sacramento Camel Race in 1864. 
4/13 -- The first Elephant arrives in the U.S. in 1796. 
4/20 -- The Bulldog Beauty Contest in Des Moines, IA. 
4/25 -- The World Cow Chip Throwing Contest in Beaver, OK 
4/26 ficial day, of Prayer to_obtain Deliverance of 

Grasshoppers -- Minnesota, 1877 
4/28 -- The Rattlesnake Derby in Oklahoma 

Our four-footed forecasters: 
Internal rumblings in dogs signify rain. 
Pig's tails straighten when rain is near. 
When the cat lies on its brain, then it is going to rain. 

Until next month, same time, same word processor --

Sincerely, 

&At& 

Sally Venman, Secretary 


